HONORARY INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME

The Consulate General of Pakistan, Montreal offers internship positions for undergraduate and graduate students. Beside benefitting from many learning opportunities, the Interns also gain work experience in a challenging environment. Offered positions are honorary (without remuneration).

**The interns work within the following areas of expertise:**

*Economic and Political*

The work is multifaceted and focuses on monitoring economic and political development in Canada and Pakistan with special focus on Pakistan-Canada relations. The interns participate in a number of different tasks which span from research and preparation of reports to participation in meetings and attending various events including Think Tanks.

*Communication and Cultural*

The interns participate in the daily work within the areas of communication and cultural affairs. As a part of the Consulate’s public diplomacy activities, the interns assist in organizing the Consulate’s outreach activities and participate in implementing the overall communication strategy. In addition, they organize and coordinate Pakistani cultural events/delegations.

*Community outreach*

The interns also participate in community outreach efforts of the Consulate.

**Eligibility:**

The Programme is open to motivated and dynamic undergraduate and graduate students of colleges and universities.

**The internship typically seeks candidates with the following qualification:**

- Good communication skills
- Leadership ability
- Ability to work independently and as a team player

**Internship positions are best suited for applicants with interest in the following fields:**

- Pakistan-Canada relations
- Political history of Pakistan
- South Asian politics
- International affairs
- Social Work & community

**Duration:** Three (03) months

**Mode of Application:**
Desirous students can send their CVs at parepmontreall@mofa.gov.pk.
Shortlisted Candidates will be called for interview.
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